We propose a variant of public announcement logic for asynchronous systems. To capture 12 asynchrony, we introduce two different modal operators for sending and receiving messages.
Introduction

20
Asynchrony plays a central role in distributed systems such as robotic rescue teams, smart 21 cities, autonomous vehicles, etc. In such systems, there may be an unpredictable delay 22 between sending and receiving messages, and there is not always access to a centralized 23 clock. Recently, with the proliferation of multi-agent systems (MAS), where independent 24 agents interact, communicate, and make decisions under imperfect information, modelling 25 the evolution of knowledge as informative events occur has become increasingly important 26 for both verification and design. For instance, it is often crucial to know whether an agent 27 has received some information, so it would be highly desirable to be able to analyse 
and because we are considering automated systems where agents do not lie, make 
asynchronous systems (Halpern and Moses 1990 ; Moses and Tuttle 1988 
Our aim is to propose a logic in the spirit of PAL for reasoning about (1) epistemic 59 messages in asynchronous systems, (2) that are true at the time of announcement and 60 where (3) agents can imagine messages that have been sent but not yet received.
61
Because this is an ambitious endeavour, we make a few assumptions to start as simply 62 as possible:
63
Broadcasts: all messages are sent to every agent External source: messages are emitted by an external, omniscient source FIFO:
messages are received in the order they are sent.
64
The first assumption comes from PAL, and is natural in the context of smart cities for some cases be used to model messages broadcast by agents within the system, in particular, 69 an omniscient outside agent broadcasting that agent a knows ϕ is in many situations 70 equivalent to agent a broadcasting ϕ to the other agents within the system. This captures 71 the fact that in order for an agent within the system to make a true announcement, she 72 should know that the announcement is true before she broadcasts it. Thus upon receiving 73 an announcement made by agent a, another agent learns both the announcement and agents' announcements may not be completely faithful to the real situation. We discuss 79 this issue briefly in the future work section.
80
Concerning the last assumption, FIFO is a simple but classic scheme of communication Yu and Gouda (1982) ).
83
Figure 1 depicts the architecture of such a system with three autonomous agents 84 receiving messages from a public channel and reading them when they are ready to 85 process them. To represent the fact that agents read messages in the order they were sent, 86 we provide each one with a private FIFO channel. Each copy receives the same messages 87 from the public channel, in the order in which they are announced, but the moment at 88 which these messages are read differs from one agent to another.
89
In PAL, messages are received at the same time they are sent, and thus the announcement 90 operator combines both sending and receiving. In contrast, in our setting, messages are 91 not received immediately and they may be received at different times by different agents.
92
The syntax reflects this aspect by providing both a sending operator, which adds new 93 messages to the public channel, and a receiving operator for each agent, which allows her 94 to read the first message in her FIFO queue that she has not read yet. Thus, in our logic, 95 we provide the following modal constructions:
96
-ψ ϕ, which means 'ψ is currently true, and after its announcement, ϕ holds;'
97
a ϕ, which means 'after agent a reads the next announcement, ϕ holds;'
98
-K a ϕ, which means 'agent a knows that ϕ holds.' is consistent if the announcements it contains were true at the time they were made. where p ranges over AP and a ranges over Ag.
148
The intuitive meaning of the last two operators is the following: K a ϕ means that agent a 149 knows ϕ, and ψ PAL ϕ means that ψ is true and after ψ has been publicly announced and reads as 'agent a considers it possible that ϕ holds.'
154
The semantics of PAL relies on classic Kripke models and the possible worlds semantics,
155
widely used in logics of knowledge (Fagin et al. 2004 Logic (ABL) is the language defined in Section 3.2).
214
Definition 3.1. An announcement protocol is a multiset of formulas in ABL, where the 215 multiplicity of an element ψ is either an integer or ∞.
216
Example 3.1. The reader may imagine a card game where it is only possible to announce
217
'agent a has a heart card' once and 'agent a does not know whether agent b has a heart 218 card or not' twice. We let the proposition ♥ a mean 'agent a has a heart card,' and define
220
Given an announcement protocol A, we denote by Seq(A) the set of finite sequences 
The first element of a state represents the world the system is in. The second element 
278
The first clause simply says that for S to be considered possible by a when in S, world w 279 must be considered possible by a from w. The second clause says that agent a is aware of,
280
and only aware of, messages that she has received: therefore she can only consider possible 281 states where she has received exactly the same messages. Then, because the principle of 
Language
291
We now introduce the syntax of our logic, which we call Asynchronous Broadcast Logic,
292
or ABL for short. Note that we do not use the term 'public announcement' in the name 293 of our logic as it has a strong synchronous connotation: public announcements are often 294 thought of as becoming common knowledge the moment they are made.
295
Definition 3.4 (Syntax). The set of ABL-formulas is given by the following grammar:
where p ranges over AP and a ranges over Ag.
297
The intuitive meaning of the last three operators is the following: K a ϕ means that agent a 298 knows ϕ, ψ ϕ means that ψ is true and after ψ has been put on the public channel, ϕ 299 holds, and a ϕ means that agent a has a pending message, and after she has received 300 and read it, ϕ holds. We define the dual of the announcement operator: For the rest of the section, we fix an initial model M and an announcement protocol A.
313
As discussed in Section 3.1.4, some possible states from Definition 3.2 are inconsistent,
314
because they contain announcements that were not true at the time they were announced.
315
Also, because agents should not consider inconsistent states possible, we described how 316 defining consistency is necessary to define the semantics of the knowledge operator, 317 which in turn is necessary to define the consistency of states that contain epistemic 318 announcements, hence a circularity problem.
319
We describe in Figure 3 , the definition of consistency (represented with symbol X) as 320 well as truth conditions for our logic. This definition is circular, and therefore the semantics 321 as presented here is not well-founded, although it conveys the intended meaning of our 322 operators. In the next section, we will describe restricted cases in which we can provide a 323 semantics that is well-defined.
324
The intuitive meaning of (w, σ, c) | = X is that the state (w, σ, c) is consistent, that is, clause says that ψ ϕ holds in a state S if ψ can be announced (it is true in S), and ϕ
334
Truth conditions for consistency:
Truth conditions for formulas: The circularity problem depends on assumptions (1), (2) in states (w , σ , c ), where σ is a strict prefix of σ. 367 We also note that it is possible to solve the circularity problem by only constraining 368 the last assumption instead of completely dropping it. Indeed, under a bounded non-
369
Zeno behaviour assumption (only a bounded finite number of discrete events occur in 370 a finite time), and assuming a global clock that is common knowledge, the imagination 371 of the agents is sufficiently constrained to solve the circularity problem rather easily (see 372 Appendix B).
373
In relation with the above discussion, we point out that the circularity problem does In Section 4, we will describe several restricted settings in which we manage to overcome 379 this problem. But first, we present a small example to better understand the intuitions 380 behind our logic. has also realized that he forgot the paper, and before he receives Bonnie's message, he 387 sends a message saying that he does not know the code.
388
In the following, let p represent the fact that the secret code is 0000, and q the fact that prove that the following holds:
The meaning is that, after both announcements have been made and received announcements are in the existential fragment of our language (see Section 4.2). 
Solving the circularity problem
441
In this section, we show how we solve the circularity problem identified in the last section 442 for several restricted cases. where |X| = 1.
455
It is clear that ≺ is a well-founded order, and with this order Figure 3 forms a 456 well-founded inductive definition of consistency and semantics of our language.
457
We detail the non-trivial cases. For the second clause of Figure 3 , observe that by Now, for w = v, by the first clause for p in Figure 3 , it follows that for all states of existential fragment of our logic, generated by the following rule:
where p ranges over AP and a ranges over Ag. Formulas of the existential fragment are 498 called existential formulas. If an announcement protocol contains only existential formulas, we call it an existential announcement protocol. For instance, the announcement protocol 500 in Example 3.1 is existential.
501
Here, we tackle the circularity problem by defining consistency and truth conditions 502 separately. We first define as a fixed point the semantics of existential announcements in
503
A, together with consistency. In a second step, we define the semantics of the full logic 504 with existential announcements as described in Figure 3 , using the fixed point to evaluate 505 consistency.
506
We fix an initial model M = (W , {→ a } a∈Ag , Π) and an existential announcement Now, as we restrict to existential formulas, it is easy to see that f is monotone, that
. By the Knaster-Tarski theorem (Tarski 1955) , f has a 517 least fixed point Γ * := n∈N f n (6).
518
We can now define the truth condition for consistency as: S | = X if (S, X) ∈ Γ * , and 
It would thus no longer hold that f(Γ 1 ) ⊆ f(Γ 2 ) whenever Γ 1 ⊆ Γ 2 . 
The actual world is w. Since p holds in w, it can be announced. Let A = {{p}}. We 
Validities
591
We say that a formula ϕ is valid if for every initial model M and every announcement 592 protocol A in the classes considered, and for every consistent state S ∈ M ⊗ A, we have 593 M ⊗ A, S | = ϕ. We write | = ϕ to express that ϕ is valid. In the following proposition,
594
we establish some validities that provide insights into our framework and show how our 595 definitions correctly capture some natural properties that intuitively should hold in the 596 asynchronous framework we consider.
597
Proposition 5.2. For every ϕ ∈ ABL and propositional formula ψ, we have that:
Proof. We prove the first validity and the other three are left to the reader. 
623
We also establish the following proposition, which says that if all the a operators 624 in a formula ϕ are under the scope of a knowledge operator, then its truth value is 625 left unchanged by the announcement of any formula ψ. Indeed, the knowledge operator 626 considers all possibilities for the content of the agent's channel, so that the possibility that 627 ψ is in the channel is considered, whether ψ was actually announced or not.
628
In the following, in addition to the assumption that models and announcement protocols 629 are restricted to classes for which the semantics is defined, we consider announcement 630 protocols in which each announcement can be made infinitely many times. We call such 631 protocols free protocols. 
652
We have proved that (w, σ, c) | = ψ ϕ .
653
The other direction is treated the same way. 
662
In practice, model checking is used to check a scenario described by A and ϕ 0 from a 663 given initial situation (M, w). (M, A, w, σ, c, ψ 1 ) and mc(M, A, w, σ, c, ψ 2 ) ; case K a ψ :
for ( Theorem 6.1. The model checking problem for propositional protocols is in Pspace .
674
Proof. 
679
It is easily proven by induction that, for all ψ, the following property P (ϕ) holds: Now, the number of nested calls of mc is bounded by the size of the formula to check,
687
and each call requires a polynomial amount of memory for storing local variables, so that 688 the algorithm runs in polynomial space.
690
Theorem 6.2. The model-checking problem for propositional protocols is Pspace -hard.
691
Proof. See Appendix C. Then, to evaluate ϕ 0 , we use the procedure mc of Figure 5 , where line ( * X), which 727 checks the consistency of a state (w, σ, c), is replaced by checking whether (w, σ, c, X) ∈ Γ * .
728
The algorithm mc also requires exponential time. To sum up:
729
Theorem 6.4. The model-checking problem for existential announcements is in Exptime. 
739
In practice, a typical application of the satisfiability problem would be to check that a 740 class of systems described by a formula ϕ satisfies a property ψ. To do so, one checks 
758
The numerator and the denominators are finite sets of tableau terms.
759
A tableau for input (A, ϕ 0 ) is a finite tree with a set of tableau terms at each node, 
774
The tableau rules are described in Figure 6 , in which we write (σ, c) ∼ a (σ , c ) for 
Tableau method soundness and completeness
783
In this section, we prove that the tableau method is sound and complete. Note that we 784 will establish that every tableau is finite in the complexity analysis of the tableau method
785
(see Theorem 7.1).
786
Proposition 7.1. If (A, ϕ 0 ) is consistent, then ϕ 0 is A-satisfiable.
787
Proof. Suppose that (A, ϕ 0 ) is consistent, and consider a tableau t for (A, ϕ 0 ). By For boolean connectives, the result follows by saturation of the appropriate tableau 802 rule, plus application of the induction hypothesis. 
827
We must prove that every tableau for (A, ϕ 0 ) has an open branch.
828
We let W Γ denote the set of world symbols appearing in a set of tableau terms Γ. Such 
833
We write M, f | = Γ if these two conditions are met.
834
Observe that Γ 0 = {(w 0 0 ϕ 0 )} does not contain ⊥, and by assumption there is
and Γ 0 is interpretable. We now prove that when a tableau rule is applied in a node 837 that carries an interpretable set of tableau terms and is not an end node, then one of its 838 successors carries an interpretable set. This implies that every tableau for (A, ϕ 0 ) has a 839 branch whose end node carries an interpretable set; in particular, this set does not contain 840 ⊥, so the branch is open, which concludes.
841
In the following, Γ is the interpretable set of tableau terms in which the rule is applied,
843
We do not treat the case of rules for propositional logic as it is straightforward. happen, as otherwise we would have both p ∈ Π(f(w)) and p / ∈ Π(f(w)).
902
Theorem 7.1. The satisfiability problem for finite propositional protocols is in
903
NExptime .
904
Proof. Let A be a propositional and finite protocol and ϕ 0 be the formula to check. The 
916
At each step, the algorithm is executing a rule that adds at least one term. As the 917 number of terms is exponential, the number of rule applications is exponential, and thus 918 the running time of the (non-deterministic) algorithm is exponential. So the satisfiability 919 problem when the protocol is finite and propositional is in NExptime .
920
We now establish the matching lower bound. 
1004
The first point holds in our system since a message (a formula) is only received if it is 1005 in the queue, which is the list of broadcast messages. The second point holds because a 1006 message is received when an agent's cut is increased to include that message from the 1007 queue, which only occurs once for each message. The third point holds because we have
1008
FIFO channels, and thus agents all receive messages in the same order, the order in which 1009 they are announced. The fourth point follows from the fact that in our systems we only 
1181
Appendix B.
1182
We consider the notion of (non-)Zeno behaviours, from the field of timed and hybrid The following picture shows a branch of states reached in the asynchronous model M ⊗ A when we evaluate formula ψ 1 : 
